
Dórica
Jordi Miralbell, Mariona Raventós, 1994
Floor Lamp

This stunning allegory of an imaginary architectural order bears a majestic, 
yet slender vertical shape creating an interplay of contrasts between matter 
and light where the sturdiness of the heavy bronze base stands in contrast 
with the lightweight ribbon shade. Since it is prone to damage if held half 
way up, in order to make it easier to carry the top incorporates a leather 
gripping point. An optional, wider stabilising base is also available for use 
in busy areas.

This is a superb, radiant sculpture of light created by one of Barcelona’s most 
renowned late XX century designer couples.

LIGHT SOURCE 
Recommended light sources 
(adjustable):
3x LED bulb: 10 W
3x Compact fluorescent: 20W
3x Incandescent: Máx. 60W
E27-E26
(Max. hgt. 130 mm / 5.1”)

Light source not included.
Dimmer included.
Compatible with bulbs of the 
Energy efficiency class (E.E.C): 
A++... E.
Suitable only for indoor use.
Always use the light source 
recommended or equivalent.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION  
Metal structure with dark brown finish.
Natural ribbon lampshade. 
Stabilizing base Ø 22 cm / 8.7” (CE Market: optional, UL Market: included).
Electric cable length: 2,5 m / 98.4”

Input voltaje : 100, 120, 230 Vac.  
(50 Hz / 60 Hz). According to destination.
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Babel
Àngel Jové, 1971
Table lamp

In the poignant, artisan Barcelona of the early 1970s, still under the rule of 
late Francoism, a fresh, provocative group of artists and architects began to 
sow the seeds for what after the Spanish transition to democracy by 1977 
would turn out to be the multi-colour explosion of modern night time bars, 
highly commonplace by the early 1980s. Angel Jové was one of these urban 
conspirators.

The Babel lamp refers to the unfinished biblical tower where there was a 
confusion of tongues, victims of their ambition. However, this time the pers-
pective is different: the entire robust body is perfectly finished, the tower is 
complete and shines with insolent convening power. Solely using solid or 
hollow alabaster was considered an affront to predominant trends at the 
time. Alabaster was seen as a distasteful material, without the constructive 
strength of marble or the translucent nobility of onyx, and it was scantly used 
to create the small dire kitsch sculptures that flourished as a souvenir among 
the early tourists.

On account of the process of craftsmanship, no two units are identical; 
however, every single one stands as a clear illustration of an evening tête-
à-tête. A spectacular and superbly striking lamp that evokes all manner of 
secrets, even among the most hush-hush tongues.

LIGHT SOURCE
Recommended light sources 
(adjustable):
LED bulb: 10 W 
Compact fluorescent: 20W 
Incandescent: Máx. 60W
E27-E26  
(Max. hgt.: 115 mm / 4.5”)

Light source not included.
Dimmer included.
Compatible with bulbs of the 
Energy efficiency class (E.E.C): 
A++... E. 
Suitable only for indoor use. 
Always use this light sources or 
equivalent.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
Alabaster column.
Electric cable length: 2,25 m / 88.6”.

Input voltage: 100, 120, 230 Vac.
(50 Hz / 60 Hz) Acording to destination.
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APROXIMATE WEIGHT (unpacked)

12,6 kg / 27.8 lb
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INEDIT Lighting Studio 25, rue de Cléry 75002 PARIS
T. 33 (0)1 47 00 76 76   F. 33(0)1 47 00 87 73   contact@inedit-lighting.com

MISKO S
By Stone Designs

Descripcion:

Lampe suspension unique ou multiple de style japonais. Ils sont tous créés à partir d’un disque où est placée
la source lumineuse (E27). Ce disque est disponible en finition bois de noyer naturel ou peint en noir mat, et
sert de support au diffuseur en verre soufflé texturé de couleur blanc mat opalin. Les suspensions uniques
sont dotés d’un seul diffuseur en verre et sont disponibles en trois formats (S15, S25 et S35). Les suspensions
multiples permettent de créer différentes compositions étant donné qu’ils peuvent être dotés de deux
diffuseurs (S2 Glass) ou de trois diffuseurs (S3 Glass), au choix. Câble textile noir.
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MISKO S15 MISKO S25

MISKO S35 MISKO S2 GLASS

MISKO S3 GLASS
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CODE LAMPE SOURCE DE LUMIÈRE DIM AMPOULE

756305 MISKO S15 BLACK

LED 10W (E27)
Fluo. max. 11W (E27)

A++
A

3,6
LED 

756306 MISKO S25 BLACK 2,9

756307 MISKO S35 BLACK 3,9



756315 MISKO S15 BLACK SUPERIOR

LED 10W (E27)
Fluo. max. 11W (E27)

A++
A

LED 

756316 MISKO S25 BLACK SUPERIOR

756317 MISKO S35 BLACK SUPERIOR

756325 MISKO S15 BLACK INTERMEDIATE

756326 MISKO S25 BLACK INTERMEDIATE

756327 MISKO S35 BLACK INTERMEDIATE

756335 MISKO S15 BLACK INFERIOR

756336 MISKO S25 BLACK INFERIOR

756337 MISKO S35 BLACK INFERIOR

756303 MISKO S15 WALNUT

LED 10W (E27)
Fluo. max. 11W (E27)

A++
A

3,6
LED 

756304 MISKO S25 WALNUT 2,9

756308 MISKO S35 WALNUT 3,9

756313 MISKO S15 WALNUT SUPERIOR

LED 10W (E27)
Fluo. max. 11W (E27)

A++
A

LED 

756314 MISKO S25 WALNUT SUPERIOR

756318 MISKO S35 WALNUT SUPERIOR

756323 MISKO S15 WALNUT INTERMEDIATE

756324 MISKO S25 WALNUT INTERMEDIATE

756328 MISKO S35 WALNUT INTERMEDIATE

756333 MISKO S15 WALNUT INFERIOR

756334 MISKO S25 WALNUT INFERIOR

756338 MISKO S35 WALNUT INFERIOR

MISKO S MISKO T MISKO F

MISKO C

Collection:

Diseñador

Instrucciones de montaje

grupoblux.com
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